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Subhumans were, between 1980-85, one of the most prolific and 

original of the evolving UK punk scene. 
 

Musical influences were a mix of Sex Pistols, Damned, and 

similar punk originators and prepunk bands like King Crimson 

and Frank Zappa, which led to a style of punk more intricate in its 

structure than their contemporaries, without losing the base 

energy and dynamics of punk. 
 

Dick's lyrics, at once socially aware and heavily critical of social 

norms, placed them in the anarcho-punk area, alongside Crass, 

Antisect, Conflict, and Flux of Pink Indians, who released the 

band's first 3 EPs and their first LP "The Day The Country Died", 

which became an instant classic. 
 

After the next album, several European tours and 2 in the USA 

the band split up. Dick went on to join seminal ska-punk-reggae 

band Culture Shock, and met up with Phil and Trotsky again in 

Citizen Fish, who have so far recorded 7 LPs of their politipunk-

ska songs and clocked up over 1000 

gigs across the planet. Then in '98 

these 3 ex-Subhumans roped Bruce 

back in to reform Subhumans, to 'see 

what it felt like', and, it feeling rather 

excellent, have kept going with 

occasional touring and a limited 

release CD of old unused songs, 

"Unfinished Business". 
 

Since then, Subhumans have released a new album, "Internal 

Riot", and toured in Europe, the USA and Australia. 
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Reviews 
 

"Frontman Dick Lucas is totally 

engaging. There is a fierce 

intelligence here in his lyrics, his 

delivery and his between song 

banter where his passion for the 

old school punk political hits 

home. They play fast and there is 

a wild, feral energy to what they 

do… If you still need any proof of 

the intelligence and anti 

establishment smarts in punk 

rock then the Subhumans are still 

out there, still meaning 

something and still making sense 

in a senseless world." – 

 Louderthanwar.com 
 

"Considering how long this band 

have been going it’s incredible 

how much energy they still 

display when they play live. 

Frontman and lyricist Dick Lucas 

is still an absolute inspiration. 

Somehow he doesn’t seem to 
have aged a bit proving that the 

anarcho punk lifestyle is 

obviously good for your health. 

Incredible band."  

- Caughtinthecrossfire.com 
 

"Even some 13 years since their 

previous release, the Subhumans 

manage to pull an incredible 

crowd, that is more than willing 

to join in with many of the songs: 

affirming the true test of whether 

a band’s appeal is more than just 
contemporary. It seems quite 

incredible that the Subhumans 

have managed to produce a 

record so encompassing of their 

musical careers, yet take that 

music to even higher levels.   

- Pennyblackmusic.co.uk 
 

"Die beiden ersten Alben der 

englischen Subhumans sind für 

mich absolute Meilenstücke des 

britischen Punkrocks." - Ox  


